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Abstract. The LZ-index is acompressed full-text self-indexable to represent a
text T1...u, over an alphabet of sizeσ = O(polylog(u)) and withk-th order em-
pirical entropyHk(T), using 4uHk(T)+ o(ulogσ) bits for anyk = o(logσ u). It
can report all theocc occurrences of a patternP1...m in T in O(m3 logσ +(m+
occ) logu) worst case time. Its main drawback is the factor 4 in its spacecom-
plexity, which makes it larger than other state-of-the-artalternatives. In this paper
we present two different approaches to reduce the space requirement of LZ-index.
In both cases we achieve(2+ ε)uHk(T)+ o(ulogσ) bits of space, for any con-
stantε > 0, and we simultaneously improve the search time toO(m2 logm+
(m+ occ) logu). Both indexes support displaying any subtext of lengthℓ in op-
timal O(ℓ/ logσ u) time. In addition, we show how the space can be squeezed to
(1+ ε)uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) to obtain a structure withO(m2) average search time
for m> 2logσ u.

1 Introduction and Previous Work

Text searchingis a classical problem in Computer Science. Given a sequenceof symbols
T1...u (the text) over an alphabetΣ of sizeσ , and given another (short) sequenceP1...m

(thesearch pattern) overΣ , thefull-text search problemconsists in finding all theocc
occurrences ofP in T.

Applications of full-text searching include text databases in general, which typi-
cally contain natural language texts, DNA or protein sequences, MIDI pitch sequences,
program code, etc. A central goal of modern text databases isto provide fast access to
the text using as little space as possible. Yet, these goals are opposed: to provide fast
access we must build an index on the text, increasing the space requirement. The main
motivation of using little space is to store the indexes of very large texts entirely in main
memory. This can compensate for significant CPU time to access them. In recent years
there has been much research oncompressed text databases, focusing on techniques to
represent the text and the index using little space, yet permitting efficient text searching.
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A concept related to text compression is that of thek-th order empirical entropy of
a sequence of symbolsT, denoted byHk(T) [11]. The valueuHk(T) provides a lower
bound to the number of bits needed to compressT using any compressor that encodes
each symbol considering only the context ofk symbols that precede it inT. It holds that
0 6 Hk(T) 6 Hk−1(T) 6 · · · 6 H0(T) 6 logσ (log means log2 in this paper).

To provide fast access to the text using little space, the current trend is to usecom-
pressed full-text self-indexes. A self-indexallows one to search and retrieve any part of
the text without storing the text itself. Acompressed indexis one whose space require-
ment is proportional to the compressed text size. Then a compressed full-text self-index
replacesthe text with a more space-efficient representation of it, which at the same
time provides indexed access to the text. This is an unprecedented breakthrough in text
indexing and compression. Some works on compressed self-indexes are [19, 4, 8, 10, 5].

The LZ-index [17, 16] is a compressed full-text self-index on these lines, based on
the Ziv-Lempel [21] parsing of the text. If the text is parsedinto n phrases by the LZ78
algorithm, then the LZ-index takes 4nlogn(1+o(1)) bits of space, which is 4 times the
size of the compressed text, i.e. 4uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits, for anyk = o(logσ u) [9, 4].
The LZ-index answers queries inO(m3 logσ + (m+ occ) logn) worst case time. The
index also replaces the text (that is, is aself-index): It can reproduce a text context of
lengthℓ around an occurrence found (and in fact any sequence of phrases) inO(ℓ logσ)
time, or obtain the whole text in timeO(ulogσ). The index is built inO(ulogσ) time.

However, in practice the space requirement of LZ-index is relatively large compared
with competing schemes: 1.2–1.6 times the text size versus 0.6–0.7 and 0.3–0.8 times
the text size ofCS-Array[19] andFM-index[4], respectively. Yet, the LZ-index is faster
to report and to display the context of an occurrence. Fast displaying of text substrings
is very important in self-indexes, as the text is not available otherwise.

In this paper we study how to reduce the space requirement of LZ-index, using
two different approaches. The first one, anavigational schemeapproach, consists in
reducing the redundancy among the different data structures that conform the LZ-index.
These data structures allow us moving among data representations. In this part we define
new data structures allowing the same navigation, yet reducing the original redundancy.
In the second approach we combine the balanced parentheses representation of Munro
and Raman [15] of the LZ78 trie with thexbw transformof Ferragina et al. [3], whose
powerful operations are useful for the LZ-index search algorithm.

Despite these approaches are very different, in both cases we achieve(2+ε)uHk(T)+
o(ulogσ) bits of space, for any constantε > 0, and we simultaneouslyimprovethe
search time toO(m2 logm+(m+occ) logn) (worst case). In both cases we also present
a version requiring(1+ ε)uHk(T)+ o(ulogσ) bits, and whose search time is, on av-
erage,O(m2) if m> 2logσ n. In all cases, the worst case time to display a context of
lengthℓ around any occurrence found is optimalO(ℓ/ logσ u).

Note that, just as LZ-index, our data structures are the onlycompressed full-text
self-indexes of sizeO(uHk(T)) able of spendingO(logn) time per occurrence reported,
if σ = Θ(polylog(u)). Other data structures achieving the same or better complexity
for reporting occurrences either are of sizeO(uH0(T)) bits [19], or they achieve it for
constant-size alphabets [4], or for quite large alphabets (logσ = Θ(logn)) [7, Theo-
rem 4.1]. The caseσ = O(polylog(u)), which represents moderate-size alphabets, is



very common in practice and does not fit in the above cases. Ourdata structures are
not competitive against schemes requiring about the same space [7, 5] for counting the
number of occurrences ofP in T. Yet, in many practical situations, it is necessary to
report the occurrence positions as well as displaying theircontexts. In this aspect, LZ-
index is superior.

2 The LZ-index Data Structure

Assume that the textT1...u has been compressed using the LZ78 [21] algorithm into
n+1 phrases3 T = B0 . . .Bn, such thatB0 = ε (the empty string);∀k 6= ℓ, Bk 6= Bℓ; and
∀k > 1, ∃ℓ < k, c ∈ Σ , Bk = Bℓ · c. To ensure thatBn is not a prefix of anotherBi , we
append toT a special symbol “$”6∈ Σ , assumed to be smaller than any other symbol.
We say thati is thephrase identifiercorresponding toBi , 06 i 6 n.

The following data structures conform the LZ-index [17, 16].

1. LZTrie: Is the trie formed by all the phrasesB0 . . .Bn. Given the properties of LZ78
compression, this trie has exactlyn+1 nodes, each one corresponding to a string.

2. RevTrie: Is the trie formed by all the reverse stringsBr
0 . . .Br

n. In this trie there could
be internal nodes not representing any phrase. We call thesenodes “empty”.

3. Node: Is a mapping from phrase identifiers to their node inLZTrie.
4. Range: Is a data structure for two-dimensional searching in the space[0. . .n]×

[0. . .n]. We store the points{(revpos(Br
k), pos(Bk+1)),k∈0. . .n−1}, whererevpos

is the lexicographic position in{Br
0 . . .Br

n} andposis the lexicographical position
in {B0 . . .Bn}. For each such point, the correspondingk value is stored.

Each of these four structures requiresnlogn(1+ o(1)) bits of space if they are repre-
sented succinctly, for example, using the balanced parenthesis representation [15] for
the tries. ForRange, a data structure of Chazelle [2] permits two-dimensional range
searching in a grid ofn pairs of integers in the range[0. . .n]× [0. . .n], answering
queries inO((occ+ 1) logn) time, whereocc is the number of occurrences reported,
and requiringnlogn(1+ o(1)) bits. As nlogu = uHk(T) + O(knlogσ) 6 ulogσ for
anyk [9], the final size of the LZ-index is 4uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits for k = o(logσ u).
The succinct representation given in the original work [17]implements (among others)
the operationsparent(x) (which gets the parent of nodex) andchild(x,α) (which gets
the child of nodex with labelα ∈ Σ ) both inO(logσ) time for LZTrie, andO(logσ)
andO(hlogσ) time respectively forRevTrie, whereh is the depth of nodex in RevTrie.
The operationancestor(x,y), which is used to ask if nodex is an ancestor of nodey, is
implemented inO(1) time both inLZTrie andRevTrie. These operations are basically
based on rank/select operations on bit vectors. Given a bit vectorB1...n, we define the
functionrank0(B, i) (similarly rank1) as the number of 0s (1s) occurring up to thei-th
position ofB. The functionselect0(B, i) (similarly select1) is defined as the position of
the i-th 0 (1) inB. These operations can be supported in constant time and requiring
n+o(n) bits [13], orH0(B)+o(n) bits [18].

Let us consider now the search algorithm for a patternP1...m [16, 17]. We distinguish
three types of occurrences ofP in T, depending on the phrase layout:

3 According to [21],
√

u 6 n 6
u

logσ u ; thus,nlogu 6 ulogσ always holds.



1. the occurrence lies inside a single phrase(there areocc1 occurrences of this
type): Given the properties of LZ78, every phraseBk containingP is formed by
a shorter phraseBℓ concatenated to a symbolc. If P does not occur at the end of
Bk, thenBℓ containsP as well. We want to find the shortest possible phraseB in
the LZ78 referencing chain forBk that contains the occurrence ofP. This phrase
B finishes with the stringP, hence it can be easily found by searching forPr in
RevTriein O(m2 logσ) time. Say we arrive at nodev. Any nodev′ descending from
v in RevTrie(includingv itself) corresponds to a phrase terminated withP. Thus
we traverse and report all the subtree of theLZTrie node corresponding to eachv′.
Occurrences of type 1 are located inO(m2 logσ +occ1) time;

2. the occurrence spans two consecutive phrases, Bk andBk+1, such that a prefix
P1...i matches a suffix ofBk and the suffixPi+1...m matches a prefix ofBk+1 (there
areocc2 occurrences of this type):P can be split at any position, so we have to try
them all. The idea is that, for every possible split, we search for the reverse pattern
prefix inRevTrieand for the pattern suffix inLZTrie. Now we have two ranges, one
in the space of reversed strings (phrases finishing with the first part ofP) and one
in that of the normal strings (phrases starting with the second part ofP), and need
to find the phrase pairs(k,k+1) such thatk is in the first range andk+1 is in the
second range. This is what the range searching data structure is for. Occurrences of
type 2 are located inO(m3 logσ +(m+occ2) logn) time; and

3. the occurrence spans three or more phrases, Bk . . .Bℓ, such thatPi... j = Bk+1 . . .
Bℓ−1, P1...i−1 matches a suffix ofBk andPj+1...m matches a prefix ofBℓ (there are
occ3 occurrences of this type): For this part, the LZ78 algorithmguarantees that ev-
ery phrase represents a different string. Hence, there is atmost one phrase matching
Pi... j for each choice ofi and j. This fact severely limits the number of occurrences
of this class that may exist,occ3 = O(m2). The idea is to identify maximal con-
catenations of phrasesPi... j = Bk . . .Bℓ contained in the pattern, and thus determine
whetherBk−1 finishes withP1...i−1 andBℓ+1 starts withPj+1...m. If this is the case
we can report an occurrence. We first search for every patternsubstring inLZTrie,
in O(m2 logσ) time. Then, theO(m2) maximal concatenations of phrases are ob-
tained inO(m2 logm) worst case time andO(m2) time on average. Finally, each of
those maximal concatenations is verified inO(mlogσ) time using operationparent
for Bk. Overall, occurrences of type 3 are located inO(m3 logσ) time.

Note that each of theocc= occ1 + occ2 + occ3 possible occurrences ofP lies ex-
actly in one of the three cases above. Overall, the total search time to report theocc
occurrences ofP in T is O(m3 logσ +(m+occ) logn). Finally, we can uncompress and
display the text of lengthℓ surrounding any occurrence reported inO(ℓ logσ) (as long
as this context spans an integral number of phrases) time, and uncompress the whole
textT in O(ulogσ) time.

3 LZ-index as a Navigation Scheme

In the practical implementation of LZ-index [17, 16], theRangedata structure is re-
placed byRNode, which is a mapping from phrase identifiers to their node inRevTrie.
Now occurrences of type 2 are found as follows: For every possible split P1...i and



Pi+1...m of P, assume the search forPr
1...i in RevTrieyields nodevrev, and the search for

Pi+1...m in LZTrie yields nodevlz. Then, we check each phrasek in the subtree ofvrev

and report it ifNode[k+ 1] descends fromvlz. Each such check takes constant time.
Yet, if the subtree ofvlz has less elements, we do the opposite: Check phrases from
vlz in vrev, usingRNode. Unlike when usingRange, now the time to solve occurrences
of type 2 is proportional to the smallest subtree size amongvrev andvlz, which can be
arbitrarily larger than the number of occurrences reported. That is, by usingRNodewe
have no worst-case guarantees at search time. However, the average search time for
occurrences of type 2 isO(n/σm/2). This isO(1) for long patterns,m> 2logσ n. The
RNodedata structure requiresuHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits, and so this version of LZ-index
also requires 4uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits, for anyk = o(logσ u).

Both LZTrie and RevTrieuse originally thebalanced parenthesesrepresentation
[15], in which every node, represented by a pair of opening and closing parentheses,
encloses its subtree. When we replaceRangeby RNodestructure, the result is actually
a “navigation” scheme that permits us moving back and forth from trie nodes to the
correspondingpreorder positions4, both inLZTrie andRevTrie. The phrase identifiers
are common to both tries and permit moving from one trie to theother.

Figure 1 (left) shows the navigation scheme. Dashed arrows are asymptotically “for
free” in terms of memory, since they are followed by applyingrank on the correspond-
ing parentheses structure. The other four arrows are in factthe four main components in
the space usage of the index: Array of phrase identifiers inLZTrie (ids) and inRevTrie
(rids), and array ofLZTrie nodes for each phrase (Node) andRevTrienodes for each
phrase (RNode). The structure is symmetric and we can move from any point toany
other.

node in
LZTrie

position in
LZTrie

position in
RevTrie

phrase
identifier

node in
RevTrie

rank

ids

Node RNode
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node in
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node in
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Fig. 1. The original (left) and the reduced (right) navigation structures over index components.

The structure, however, is redundant, in the sense that the number of arrows is not
minimal. We start by defining the following reduced scheme for LZ-index:

– LZTrie: The Lempel-Ziv trie, implemented with the following data structures:
• par0...2n andlets: The tree shape ofLZTrie according to theDFUDS represen-

tation [1], which requires 2n+ n⌈logσ⌉+ o(n)+ O(loglogσ) bits to support

4 In the parenthesis representation [15], the preorder position of a node is the number of opening
parenthesis before the one representing the node. This is the rank0 of the node position in the
bit sequence representing the parentheses, if bit 1 represents ‘)’.



the operationsparent(x), child(x,α), subtree size(including the root of the
subtree), andnode degree, all of them inO(1) time. It also supports the op-
erationchild(x, i) in constant time, which gets thei-th child of nodex. To get
this representation, we perform a preorder traversal on thetrie, and for ev-
ery node reached we write its degree in unary using parentheses (for example,
3 reads ‘((()’ and it is writen ‘0001’), What we get is almost a balanced
parentheses representation (we only need to add a fictitious‘(’ at the begin-
ning of the sequence). A node of degreed is represented by the position of
the first of the(d+1) parentheses corresponding to the node. Given a node in
this representation, say at positioni, its preorder position can be computed by
rank1(par, i). Given a preorder positionp, the corresponding node is computed
by select1(par, p)+ 1. With this representation we can compute all the oper-
ations required byLZTrie [17] in O(1) time, includingancestor(x,y) 5. The
symbols labeling the arcs of the trie are represented implicitly. We denote by
lets(i) the symbol corresponding to the node at positionselect0(par, i)+1 (i.e.,
the symbol with preorder positioni), which is computed in constant time.

• ids0...n: The array of LZ78 phrase identifiers in preorder. We use the represen-
tation of Munro et al. [14] forids such that the inverse permutationids−1 can
be computed inO(1/ε) time, requiring(1+ ε)nlogn bits6.

– RevTrie: The PATRICIAtree [12] of the reversed LZ78 phrases, which is imple-
mented with the following data structures

• rpar0...2n′ andrlets: TheRevTriestructure represented usingDFUDS [1], com-
pressing empty unary paths and thus ensuringn′ 6 2n nodes, because empty
non-unary nodes still exist. The space requirement is 2n′+n′⌈logσ⌉+o(n′)+
O(log logσ) bits to support the same functionalities asLZTrie.

• B0...n′ : A bit vector supportingrank andselectqueries, and requiringn′(1+
o(1)) bits [13]. The j-th bit of B is 1 iff the node with preorder positionj in
rpar is not an empty node, otherwise the bit is 0. Given a positionp in rpar cor-
responding to aRevTrienode, the corresponding bit inB is B[rank1(rpar, p)].

• R0...n: A mapping fromRevTriepreorder positions toLZTrie preorder posi-
tions defined asR[i] = ids−1(rids[i]). R is implemented using the succinct data
structure for permutations of Munro et al. [14], requiring(1+ ε)nlogn bits
to representR and computeR−1 in O(1/ε) worst-case time. Given a posi-
tion i in rpar corresponding to aRevTrienode, the correspondingR value is
R[rank1(B, rank1(rpar, i))].

• skips0...n′ : The PATRICIA tree skips of the nodes in preorder, using loglogu
bits per node and inserting empty unary nodes when the skip exceeds logu. In
this way, one out of logu empty unary nodes could be explicitly represented.
In the worst case there areO(u) empty unary nodes, of whichO(u/ logu)
are explicitly represented. This addsO(u/ logu) to n′, which translates into

O(u(logσ+loglogu)
logu ) = o(ulogσ) bits overall.

5 As ancestor(x,y) ≡ rank1(par,x) 6 rank1(par,y) 6 rank1(par,x)+subtreesize(par,x)−1.
6 This data structure ensures that one finds the inverse after following the permutationO(1/ε)

times.



In Fig. 1 (right) we show the resulting navigation scheme. The search algorithm
remains the same since we can map preorder positions to nodesin the new represen-
tation of the tries (and vice versa), and we can simulaterids[i] = ids[R[i]], RNode[i] =
select1(rpar,R−1(ids−1(i)))+1, andNode[i] = select1(par, ids−1(i))+1, all of which
take constant time.

The space requirement is(2+ε)nlogn+3nlogσ +2nloglogu+8n+o(ulogσ) =
(2+ ε)nlogn+ o(ulogσ) bits if logσ = o(logu). As nlogu = uHk(T)+ O(knlogσ)
for any k [9], the space requirement is(2+ ε)uHk(T) + o(ulogσ) bits, for anyk =
o(logσ u). Thechild operation onRevTriecan now be computed inO(1) time, versus
theO(hlogσ) time of the original LZ-index [17]. Hence, theoccoccurrences ofP can

be reported inO(m2

ε + n
εσm/2 ) average time, for 0< ε < 1.

Reducing Further.To simplify notation, given aLZTrie node with preorder position
R[i], suppose that operationparent(R[i]) gives the preorder position of its parent.

Definition 1. We define functionϕ asϕ(i) = R−1(parent(R[i])).

That is, letax (a∈ Σ ) be thei-th string inRevTrie. Then,ϕ(i) = j, where thej-th string
in RevTrieis x. Thusϕ is asuffix linkfunction inRevTrie. As xRa must be aLZTrie
phrase, by the LZ78 parsing it follows thatxR is also aLZTrie phrase and thusx is a
RevTriephrase. Hence, every non-empty node inRevTriehas a suffix link.

Let us show how to computeR using onlyϕ . We define arrayL1...n such thatL[i] =
lets(R[i]). As L[i] is the first character of thei-th string inRevTrie, we have thatL[i] 6

L[ j] wheneveri 6 j, andL can be divided intoσ runs of equal symbols. ThusL can be
represented by an arrayL′ of σ logσ bits and a bit vectorLB of n+o(n) bits, such that
LB[i] = 1 iff L[i] 6= L[i−1], for i = 2. . .n, andLB[1] = 0 (this position belongs to the text
terminator “$”). For everyi such thatLB[i] = 1, we storeL′[rank1(LB, i)] = L[i]. Hence,
L[i] can be computed asL′[rank1(LB, i)] in O(1) time. To simplify the notation assume
that, given aLZTrie positionR[i], operationchild(R[i],α) yields theLZTrie preorder
position belonging to the child (by symbolα) of the node corresponding toR[i].

Lemma 1. Given06 i 6 n, the value R[i] can be computed by the following recurrence:

R[i] =

{

child(R[ϕ(i)],L[i]) if i 6= 0
0 if i = 0

Proof. R[0] = 0 holds from the fact that the preorder position corresponding to the
empty string, both inLZTrie andRevTrie, is 0. To prove the other part we note that ifx
is the parent inLZTrie of nodey with preorder positionR[i], then the symbol labeling
the arc connectingx to y is L[i]. That is,child(parent(R[i]),L[i]) = R[i]. The lemma
follows from this fact and replacingϕ(i) by its definition (Def. 1) in the recurrence.⊓⊔

As in the case of functionΨ of Compressed Suffix Arrays[8, 19], we can prove the
following lemma for theϕ function, which is the key to compress the mappingR.

Lemma 2. For every i< j, if lets(R[i]) = lets(R[ j]), thenϕ(i) < ϕ( j).

Proof. Let strr(i) denote thei-th string in the lexicographically sorted set of reversed
strings. Note thatstrr(i) < strr( j) iff i < j. If i < j and lets(R[i]) = lets(R[ j]) (i.e.,



strr(i) andstrr( j) start with the same symbol, as their reverses end with the same sym-
bol), thenstrr(ϕ(i)) < strr(ϕ( j)) (asstrr(ϕ(i)) is strr(i) without its first symbol), and
thusϕ(i) < ϕ( j). ⊓⊔
Corollary 1. Array ϕ can be partitioned into at mostσ strictly increasing sequences.

As a result, we replaceR by ϕ , LB andL′, and use them to compute a given value
R[i]. According to Lemma 1, we can representϕ using the idea of Sadakane [19], re-
quiringnH0(lets)+O(nloglogσ) bits and allowing to accessϕ(i) in constant time, and
hence we replace thenlogn-bit representation ofRby thenH0(lets)+O(nlog logσ)+
n+O(σ logσ)+o(n) bits representation ofϕ , LB andL′.

The time to computeR[i] is nowO(|strr(i)|), which actually corresponds to travers-
ing LZTrie from the root with the symbols ofstrr(i) in reverse order. But we can store
εn values ofR in an arrayR′, plus a bit vectorRB of n+ o(n) bits indicating which
values ofR have been stored, ensuring thatR[i] can be computed inO(1/ε) time and
requiringεnlogn extra bits. To determine theR values to be explicitly stored, for each
LZTrie leaf we traverse the upward path to the root, marking one out of O(1/ε) nodes,
and stopping the procedure for the current leaf when we reachthe root or when we
reach an already marked node. If the node to mark is at preorder position j, then we set
RB[R−1( j)] = 1. After we mark the positions ofR to be stored, we scanRB sequentially
from left to right, and for everyi such thatRB[i] = 1, we setR′[rank1(RB, i)] = R[i].
Then, we freeR sinceR[i] can be computed by:

R[i] =

{

child(R[ϕ(i)],L′[rank1(LB, i)]) if RB[i] = 0
R′[rank1(RB, i)] if RB[i] = 1

Note that the same structure used to computeR−1 before freeingR can be used under
this scheme, with costO(1/ε2) (recall footnote 6).

Theorem 1. There exists a compressed full-text self-index requiring(1+ ε)uHk(T)+
o(ulogσ) bits of space, forσ = O(polylog(u)), any k= o(logσ u) and any constant
0 < ε < 1, and able to report the occ occurrences of a pattern P1...m in a text T1...u in
O(m2

ε2 + n
ε2σm/2 ) average time, which is O(m2) if m > 2logσ n. Also, it is able to display

a text substring of lengthℓ in O(ℓ(1+ 1
ε logσ ℓ )) worst-case time.

The boundO(ℓ(1+ 1
ε logσ ℓ) in the displaying time holds from the fact that we per-

form ℓ parentoperations, and we must payO(1/ε) to useids−1 each time we pass to
display the next (previous) phrase, which in the (very) worst case is doneO(ℓ/ logσ ℓ)
times. We still assume that theℓ symbols displayed correspond to whole phrases.

We can get worst case guarantees in the search process by adding Range, the two-
dimensional range search data structure defined in Section 2. Occurrences of type 2 can
now be solved inO(m2 +(m+occ) logn) time.

Theorem 2. There exists a compressed full-text self-index requiring(2+ ε)uHk(T)+
o(ulogσ) bits of space, forσ = O(polylog(u)), any k= o(logσ u) and any constant
0 < ε < 1, and able to report the occ occurrences of a pattern P1...m in a text T1...u in
O(m2(logm+ 1

ε2 )+ (m+occ) logn+ occ
ε ) = O(m2 logm+(m+occ) logn) worst-case

time. Also, it is able to display a text substring of lengthℓ in O(ℓ(1+ 1
ε logσ ℓ )) worst-case

time.



4 Using thexbw Transform to Represent LZTrie

A different idea to reduce the space requirement of LZ-indexis to use thexbw transform
of Ferragina et al. [3] to represent theLZTrie. This succinct representation supports the
operationsparent(x), child(x, i), andchild(x,α), all of them inO(1) time and using
2nlogσ + O(n) bits of space. The representation also allowssubpath queries, a very
powerful operation which, given a strings, returns all the nodesx such thats is a suffix
of the string represented byx. We represent LZ-index with the following data structures:

– Balanced parenthesesLZTrie: The trie of the Lempel-Ziv phrases, implemented by
• par: The balanced parentheses representation [15] ofLZTrie. In order to index

the LZTrie leaves withxbw, we have to add a dummy child to each. In this
way, the trie hasn′ 6 2n nodes. The space requirement is 4n+o(n) bits in the
worst case if we use the Munro and Raman representation [15].We use the bit
0 to represent ‘(’ and 1 to represent ‘)’. In this way, the preorder position of a
node is computed by arank0 query, and the node corresponding to a preorder
position by aselect0 query, both inO(1) time.

• ids: The array of LZ78 phrase identifiers in preorder, represented by the data
structure of Munro et al. [14], such that we can compute the inverse permuta-
tion ids−1 in O(1/ε) time, requiring(1+ ε)nlogn bits.

– xbw LZTrie: Thexbwrepresentation [3] of theLZTrie, where the nodes are lexico-
graphically sorted according to their upward paths in the trie. We store
• Sα : The array of symbols labeling the arcs of the trie. In the worst caseLZTrie

has 2n nodes (because of the dummy leaves we add), and then this array re-
quires 2nlogσ bits.

• Slast: A bit array such thatSlast[i] = 1 iff the corresponding node inLZTrie is
the last child of its parent. The space requirement is 2n(1+o(1)) bits.

– Pos: a mapping fromxbwpositions to the corresponding preorder positions. In the
worst case there are 2n such positions, and so the space requirement is 2nlog(2n)
bits. We can reduce this space toεnlog(2n) bits by storing in an arrayPos′ one
out ofO(1/ε) values ofPos, such thatPos[i] can be computed inO(1/ε) time. We
need a bit vectorPosB of 2n(1+o(1)) bits indicating which values ofPoshave been
stored. Assume we need computePos[i], for a givenxbwpositioni. If PosB[i] = 1,
then such value is stored atPos′[rank1(PosB, i)]. Otherwise, we simulate a preorder
traversal inxbw from node atxbwpositioni, until PosB[ j] = 1, for axbwposition
j. Once thisj is found, we map to the preorder positionj ′ = Pos′[rank1(PosB, j)].
If d is the number of steps in preorder traversal fromxbwpositioni to xbwposition
j, then j ′ − d is the preorder position corresponding to the node atxbw position
i. We also need to computePos−1, which can be done inO(1/ε2) time under this
scheme, requiringεnlog(2n) extra bits if we use the representation of [14].

– Range: A range searchdata structure in which we store the pointk (belonging to
phrase identifierk) at coordinate(x,y), wherex is thexbw position of phrase kand
y is thepreorder position of phrase k+1. We use the data structure of Chazelle [2],
as for the original LZ-index. The space requirement isnlogn(1+o(1)) bits.

The total space requirement is(2+ ε)nlogn(1+o(1))+2nlogσ +(8+ ε)n+o(n)
bits, which is(2+ ε)uHk(T) + o(ulogσ) bits for logσ = o(logu) and for anyk =
o(logσ u).



We depict now the search algorithm for a patternP of lengthm. For occurrences
of type 1, we perform a subpath query forP to obtain the interval[x1,x2] in the xbw
of LZTrie corresponding to all the nodes whose phrase ends withP. For each position
i ∈ [x1,x2], we can get the corresponding node in the parentheses representation using
select0(par,Pos[i]), and then we traverse the subtrees of these nodes and report all the
identifiers found, as done with the usual LZ-index.

To solve occurrences of type 2, for every possible partitionP1...i andPi+1...m of P, we
traverse thexbwfrom the root, using operationchild(x,α) with the symbols ofPi+1...m.
Once this is found, say atxbwpositioni, we switch to the preorder tree (parentheses)
usingselect0(par,Pos[i]), to get the nodevlz whose subtree has the preorder interval
[y1,y2] of all the nodes that start withPi+1...m. Next we perform a subpath query forP1...i

in xbw, and get thexbwinterval[x1,x2] of all the nodes that finish withP1...i (we have to
performrank1(Slast,xr), r ∈ {1,2}, to avoid counting the same node multiple times, see
[3]). Then, we search theRangedata structure for[x1 . . .x2]× [y1 . . .y2] to get all phrase
identifiersk such that phrasek finishes withP1...i and phrasek+1 starts withPi+1...m.

For occurrences of type 3, one could do mostly as with the original LZTrie (navi-
gating thexbw instead), so as to find all the nodes equal to substrings ofP in O(m2)
time. Then, for each maximal concatenation of phrasesPi... j = Bk+1 . . .Bℓ−1 we must
check that phraseBℓ starts withPj+1...m and that phraseBk finishes withP1...i−1. The
first check can be done in constant time usingids−1. As we have searched for all sub-
strings ofP in the trie, we know the preorder interval of descendants ofPj+1...m, thus
we check whether the node at preorder positionids−1(ℓ) belongs to that interval. The
second check can also be done in constant time, by determining whetherk is in thexbw
interval ofP1...i−1 (that is,Bk finishes withP1...i−1). For this we needPos−1, so that the
position isPos−1(ids−1(k)).

To display the text around an occurrence, we useids−1 to find the preorder position
of the corresponding phrase, and then we useparent on the parentheses to find the
symbols in the upward path. To know the symbol, we have to usePos−1 to go to the
xbwposition and readSα .

For the search time, occurrences of type 1 costO(m+occ/ε), type 2 costO(m2 +
m/ε + m(occ+ logn)), and type 3 costO(m2(logm+ 1

ε2 )). Thus, we have achieved

Theorem 2 again with radically different means. The displaying time isO(ℓ/ε2), but
it can also becomeO(ℓ(1+ 1

ε logσ ℓ)) if we store the array of symbols in the balanced

parenthesesLZTrie, which addso(ulogσ) bits of space. We can get a version requiring
(1+ ε)uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits andO(m2) average reporting time (ifm> 2logσ n) (as
in Theorem 1) if we solve occurrences of type 2 by using a procedure similar to that
used to solve occurrences of type 3, droppingRange.

5 Displaying Text Substrings

LZ-index is able to report occurrences in the format(k,offset), wherek is the phrase
in which the occurrence starts andoffsetis the distance between the beginning of the
occurrence and the end of the phrase. However, we can report occurrences astext posi-
tionsby adding a bit vectorV1...u that marks then phrase beginnings. Thenrank1(V, i) is
the phrase numberi belongs to, andselect1(V, j) is the text position of thej-th phrase.



SuchV can be represented withH0(V)+o(u)6 nlog(u/n)+o(u)6 nloglogu+o(u)=
o(ulogσ) bits [18]. We can also add, to both proposed indexes, an operation for dis-
playing a subtextTi...i+ℓ−1 for any given positioni, in optimalO(ℓ/ logσ u) time.

A compressed data structure [20] to display any text substring of lengthΘ(logσ u)
in constant time, turns out to have similarities with LZ-index. We take advantage of this
similarity to plug it within our index, with some modifications, and obtain improved
time to display text substrings. They proposed auxiliary data structures ofo(ulogσ)
bits to LZTrie to support this operation efficiently. Given a positioni of the text, we
first find the phrase including the positioni by usingrank1(V, i), then find the node of
LZTrie that corresponds to the phrase usingids−1. Then displaying a phrase is equiva-
lent to outputting the path going from the node to the root ofLZTrie. The auxiliary data
structure, of sizeO(nlogσ) = o(ulogσ) bits, permits outputting the path by chunks
of Θ(logσ u) symbols inO(1) time per chunk. In addition, we can now display not
only whole phrases, but any text substring within this complexity. The reason is that
any prefix of a phrase is also a phrase, and it can be found in constant time by using a
level-ancestor query [6] on theLZTrie.

We modify this method to plug into our indexes. In their original method [20], if
more than one consecutive phrases have length less than(logσ u)/2 each, their phrase
identifiers are not stored. Instead the substring of the textincluding those phrases are
stored without compression. This guarantees efficient displaying operation without in-
creasing the space requirement. However this will cause theproblem that we cannot
find patterns including those phrases. Therefore in our modification we store both the
phrases themselves and their phrase identifiers. The searchalgorithm remains as before.
To decode short phrases we can just output the explicitly stored substring including the
phrases. For each phrase with length at most(logσ u)/2, we store a substring of length
logu containing the phrase. Because there are at mostO(

√
u) such phrases, we can store

the substrings inO(
√

ulogu) = o(u) bits. These auxiliary data structures work as long
as we can convert each phrase identifier into a preorder position in LZtrie in constant
time. Hence they can be applied to all the data structures in Sections 3 and 4.

Theorem 3. The indexes of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 (and those of Section 4)can be
adapted to display a text substring of lengthℓ surrounding any text position in optimal
O( ℓ

logσ u) worst case-time.

6 Conclusions

We have studied the reduction of the space requirement of LZ-index, using two different
approaches: anavigational scheme, and thexbw representation of the LZ78 trie. In the
first approach, we replace the original LZ-index data structures by new ones allowing
the same functionalities, but with reduced redundancy. In the second approach, the main
idea is to combine the balanced parentheses [15] representation of the LZ78 trie with the
xbwtransform [3]. With either approach we achieve(2+ ε)uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits of
space to index textT1...u, for σ = O(polylog(u)), anyk= o(logσ u) and any constantε >
0, which is around half the original space. Moreover, the original time to report theocc
occurrences of a patternP1...m in T is improvedto O(m2 logm+(m+occ) logn). We also



define an index requiring(1+ ε)uHk(T)+o(ulogσ) bits and withO(m2) average case
time if m> 2logσ n. The time to display a context of lengthℓ around any text position
is also improved to the optimalO(ℓ/ logσ n), removing in addition some restrictions of
the original structure.
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